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Human Cardiovascular System 

Heart Rate 

Lecture ( 13  ) 
Definition:  Heart rate is the number of heart beats/min. 

► Physiological standards of heart rate: 

Average heart rate in adults Tachycardia Bradycardia. 

75 beat/min (Range:  60-100 beat/min). Heart rate above l00 beat/min Heart rate below 60 beat/min 

The heart rate is dependent upon the strength of the vagal tone (parasympathetic tone).  

The higher↑ the vagal tone the slower ↓the heart rate. 

►What is the vagal tone (parasympathetic tone)? 

Vagal tone is the continuous stream of inhibitory impulses reaching the heart via vagus nerve 

(parasympathetic).  Heart rate is kept under control because of vagal tone.  No sympathetic tone at 

rest. 

► Regulation of heart rate: 

The heart rate is regulated by 3 mechanisms: 

1. Nervous regulation. 

2. Chemical regulation. 

3. Physical regulation. 

Regulation of heart rate: 

 

Nervous regulation Chemical regulation Physical regulation 

1. Nervous Regulation of heart rate: 

Afferent (sensory) impulses from different parts of the body reach the Cardiac Acceleratory Center 

(CAC) and the Cardiac Inhibitory Center (CIC) in the medulla oblongata (brain) which changes the   heart   

rate.  These afferent impulses arise from: 

A- Cardiovascular system.  

B- Respiratory system. 

C- Higher brain centers. 

D- Other parts of body. 
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Impulses from the cardiovascular system 

1-Bainbridge reflex: 

Reflex cardiac acceleration due to increased venous return at the right atrium. 

Significance:  helps emptying excess venous return  

Mechanism:  Increase venous return »»» increase pressure in the right atrium »»» stimulation of 

mechanical receptors 

2-Marey's law (Arterial baroreflex): 

It states that the heart rate is inversely proportional to the arterial blood pressure. 

An   increase in arterial blood pressure causes reflex decrease in heart rate while a decrease in arterial 

blood pressure causes reflex increase in heart rate 

Mechanism of Marey's law: 

The pressure receptors (baroreceptors) in the carotid sinus and aortic arch are sensitive to changes in 

arterial blood pressure 

1- Increased arterial blood pressure stimulates baroreceptors » send impulses to stimulate CIC 

(increase parasympathetic tone) and inhibit CAC (decrease sympathetic tone) leading to cardiac slowing. 

2-  Decrease  arterial   blood   pressure  leads  to   decrease  the number of  impulses  from  carotid  

sinus  and  aortic  arch leading to  reduction of  the  CAC activity (decrease sympathetic tone) and  

increase the  CAC  (increase sympathetic tone) causing cardiac acceleration. 

3-Arterial Chemoreflex: 

Reflex cardiac acceleration through stimulation chemoreceptors in carotid and aortic bodies in response 

to excess or increased pH. 

Afferent impulses rises to the brain > Stimulation of CAC » leads to cardiac acceleration 

 lmpulses from the respiratory system: 

Inspiration causes increase in heart rate, while expiration causes decrease in heart rate.  

 lmpulses from higher centers (cerebral cortex and hypothalamus): 

Emotions:   most types of emotions, e.g. fear, anger, sexual excitement stimulate the posterior 

hypothalamic nuclei which control the sympathetic system leading to stimulation of CAC »» tachycardia.   

Severe emotions stimulate the anterior nuclei which control the parasympathetic system leading to 

stimulation of the CIC »» bradycardia. 
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ii.   Quiet  sleep:  impulses  from   the  sleep  center  present among the  parasympathetic  nuclei of  the  

hypothalamus stimulate the  CIC  »» bradycardia 

 lmpulses from other parts of the body: 

1-Skeletal  muscles (Alam-Smirk reflex): 

Contraction of voluntary muscles produces reflex inhibit the CIC and stimulate the CAC leading to cardiac 

acceleration and increase in heart rate to supply the active muscles with more O2 and nutrients. 

2-Painful stimuli 

Moderate painful stimuli from skin, joints and viscera causes tachycardia due to sympathetic stimulation. 

Severe painful stimuli (heavy blow to abdomen, testicles, and larynx) cause bradycardia due to 

parasympathetic stimulation.  It may stop the heart completely. 

 Chemical regulation of heart rate: 

1.  Oxygen  lack: 

Hypoxia   cause   increase   heart   rate   by   the   following mechanisms: 

-   Direct stimulation of the SAN. 

- Central mechanism by inhibiting CIC. 

-Reflex     stimulation      of     the      CAC      through     the chemoreceptors in carotid and aortic bodies. 

2. CO2 excess: 

Increase  in  the  CO2, tension  leads  to  stimulation  of  the chemoreceptors in the  aortic  and  carotid 

bodies causing reflex increase in  heart  rate. 

3-Blood hormones: 

Adrenaline and thyroxine increase the heart rate due to direct stimulation of SA node increasing its 

rhythmicity 

 Physical regulation of heart rate: 

1-Increased blood temperature:  causes increase in the heart rate, a rise of 1°C leads to increase in 

heart rate by10 beats/min.  

Mechanism: -Direct stimulating effect on the SA node and cardiac conductive system. 

                     -Stimulation of the CAC and inhibition of the CIC 

2-Decreased  blood  temperature: causes  decrease  in the  heart  rate  by  the  opposite  mechanisms  

described above 
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Nervous regulation These afferent (sensory impulses arise from……….. 

Cardiovascular system Respiratory system Higher Brain centers Other parts of body 

Bainbridge reflex 

♘↑venous return to 

atrium→ ↑heart rate  

→↑atrium emptying 

♘Inspiration →↑heart 

rate (tachy), 

♘Expiration →↓heart 

rate (brady). 

♘Normal emotions 

→↑stimaulate CAC  

→ ↑ sympathetic 

 → ↑heart rate (tachy), 

♘Severe emotions 

→↑stimaulate CIC  

→ ↑ Parasympathetic 

→↓heart rate (brady), 

♘Quiet sleep 

→↑stimaulate CIC  

→ ↑ Parasympathetic 

→↓heart rate (brady), 

Skeletal  muscles (Alam-

Smirk reflex): 

♘ Contraction of 

skeletal muscles 

→↑Stimaulate CAC  

→ ↑ sympathetic 

 → ↑heart rate (tachy), 

→ ↑blood flow to Sk-ms 

 ♘Painful stimuli 

♘ Moderate painful 

→↑Stimaulate CAC  

→ ↑ sympathetic 

 → ↑heart rate (tachy), 

♘ Moderate painful 

→↑Stimaulate CAC  

→ ↑ sympathetic 

 → ↑heart rate (tachy), 

♘ Severe painful 

→↑Stimaulate CIC  

→ ↑ Parasympathetic 

 → ↓heart rate (brady), 

Marey's law  

(Arterial baroreflex): 

♘↑arterial blood 

pressure→↑stimulate 

Baroreceptors in carotid 

sinus→↑stimulate 

CIC→↑stimulate 

Parasympathetic 

tone→↓heart rate 

♘↓arterial blood 

pressure→inhibit 

Baroreceptors in carotid 

sinus→ ↑stimulate CAC 

→↑stimulate Sympathetic 

tone→↑heart rate 

 

Arterial Chemoreflex 

♘Acidosis (↓blood pH) or 

Alkalosis (↑blood 

pH)→↑heart rate. 

 

  

Chemical regulation of heart rate 

O2 CO2 Blood hormones 

♘Hypoxia (↓O2) 

→↑Stimaulate SAN  

→↑Stimaulate CAC  

→ ↑ sympathetic 

→ ↑heart rate (tachy), 

♘Hypercarbonia (↑CO2) 

→↑Stimaulate chemoreceptors  

→↑Stimaulate CAC 

→ ↑heart rate (tachy), 

♘Adrenaline, Thyroxine (↑) 

→↑Stimaulate SAN  

→↑Stimaulate CAC  

→ ↑heart rate (tachy) 
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Chemical regulation of heart rate 

♘ ↑blood temperature 

→↑Stimaulate SAN  

→↑Stimaulate CAC  

→ ↑ sympathetic 

→ ↑heart rate (tachy), 

♘ ↓blood temperature 

→↓Stimaulate SAN  

→↑Stimaulate CIC  

→ ↑ Parasympathetic 

→ ↓heart rate (brady), 

  


